Summary: DiffTool is a resource to build and visualize protein clusters computed from a sequence database. The package provides a clustering tool to construct protein families according to sequence similarities and a web interface to query the corresponding clusters. A subtractive genome analysis tool selects protein families specific for a genome or a group of genomes. For each protein cluster, DiffTool includes access to sequences, coloured multiple alignments and phylogenetic trees. Availability: A cluster database built from yeast and complete prokaryotic genomes is queryable at http:// bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/difftool. All the Perl sources are freely available to non-profit organizations upon request.
The increasing number of complete genomes available in public databases requires tools that automatically classify predicted proteins into families of homologous proteins and then allow to query these clusters. In particular, laboratories involved in sequencing of genomes need such tools for analysing private sequences, for example: (1) to annotate new predicted protein sequences by evaluating functional information from annotated proteins belonging to the same clusters, (2) to analyze clusters by multiple alignment and phylogenetic tree constructions, (3) to identify the largest protein families in a genome, (4) to apply subtractive genome analysis (Huynen et al., 1997) , (5) to compare clusters constructed with different clustering tools and different parameters. Several reference resources such as CluSTr (Kriventseva et al., 2001) , COG (Tatusov et al., 2001) and HOBACGEN (Perriere et al., 2000) permit querying only protein families computed from public databases via internet.
To our knowledge, no academic package that performs all these functions is available for local installation. Consequently, we have developed the software DiffTool which provides a clustering tool to construct a database of * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
protein families and a user-friendly web interface to query the corresponding cluster database.
The following procedure, inspired from the HOBAC-GEN specifications, is used to construct clusters of similar proteins. First, all the proteins in a sequence database are compared to each other by using the similarity search software BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997) . Low-complexity regions are filtered with SEG (Wootton and Federhen, 1993) . Then, the high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs) are extracted from the BLASTP outputs for processing. Overlaps between HSPs are removed. Two proteins are saved in the same cluster if according to their HSPs they align over at least L% of their length with a similarity percentage equal to or over S%, for instance L% = 80% and S% = 50%. In addition, simple transitive links are implemented: if proteins A and B are similar according to the constraints and proteins B and C are also similar then proteins A, B, C are stored in the same cluster. To avoid clustering errors: if, between a query and a match, some HSPs are not compatible with a global alignment then this pair (query, match) is not taken into account.
To update the database of protein families by addition or update of a proteome, it is not necessary to compare all sequences against all sequences. Indeed, our clustering tool, clustor, includes an update mode: only the added or updated proteome is compared against itself and the other proteomes. All the datasets managed by DiffTool are stored as text files.
The DiffTool web interface provides different ways to interrogate the cluster database. Firstly, for subtractive genome analysis, it allows the selection of protein families specific for a genome or a group of genomes (Figure 1) . Secondly, Web forms are provided to select individual proteins or families by their names or keywords. For each individual protein selected, the user can access the corresponding cluster of proteins and the sequence. If available, a link to the corresponding gene entry in an annotated genome database is added to obtain detailed information about protein function. And, public sequence databases can be searched for sequence similarities with the software BLASTP. Thirdly, for all protein members of a cluster or a subset defined by the user, it is then possible: (i) to align them with the MultAlin program (Corpet, 1988) (Figure 1 ), (ii) to extract the sequences/annotations, and (iii) to compute a phylogenetic tree with the DisplayFam program (Corpet et al., 1999) (Figure 1 ). Coloured multiple alignments and phylogenetic trees are essential to identify the relationships between proteins. It is also possible to display all the translated sequences, or simply the name of the genes selected from each genome after subtractive analysis.
The same DiffTool web site can manage several databases of protein families. The address of our web site to query a cluster database built from yeast and complete procaryotic genomes is http://bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/ difftool. All the Perl sources to set up the cluster databases and the Web site are freely available to non-profit organizations upon request.
